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In August Alex and I joined Conservancy staff and volunteer
Donna Bell on the monthly butterfly count community
science hike. I always savor a morning walking the trails and
particularly like this stroll in which we focus on and search
for butterflies and flowering plants. Besides, it’s a treat to be
around knowledgeable naturalists who can identify flora
that I don’t even recognize. I’ve walked the canyon floor
hundreds of times over the years and know exactly where the
Catalina cherry tree is located, could walk right up to a low
growing Datura, and even know where the best place is to
find pungent stinking gourd leaves, but walking Moro canyon
with an intention and a purpose makes it seem like an entirely
different trail. Amongst the variety of bountiful coastal sage
scrub plants are Coyote brush shrubs, which are common
and abundant. These perennial evergreens are characterized
by bright green foliage and white fluffy seed heads in the
fall and winter which reminds me of snow. Because Coyote
brush is such a common plant in the park, I don’t pay it much
mind, but on this butterfly count since we stop to investigate
and tally the flowering
plants, under Donna’s
tutelage I realized that
what I thought was Coyote
brush, Baccharis pilularis
was in fact Horseweed,
Conyza canadensis,
an annual herb that
is native to California (but
really looks like a weed)
Horseweed

(Conyza canadensis)

Coyote Brush

(Baccharis pilularisnus)

which establishes itself in areas where the natural vegetation
has been disturbed like the canyon bottom. The plant is tall,
erect, and has tiny, fluffy, white florets growing at the ends of
branched stems from June through September and without
any inspection, looked familiar enough. Had I looked closely
at the leaves however, I would have known that this summer
bloomer was not Coyote brush at all. I know any native plant
enthusiast may wonder how I can admit to such a glaring
botanical faux pas and although my naturalist’s pride is
wounded, I am pleased to say I now know the difference and
will never make that mistake again. You never stop learning,
do ya?
It’s much easier to differentiate between animals than it is
plants, but it’s not always easy. Recently docent Tim Arehart
was walking the beach and saw a flock of Whimbrels, but
with one “odd man out.” Whimbrels are large shorebirds

Whimbrel

(Numenius phaeopus)

Curlew

(Conyza canadensis)

seen loafing on the sand and feeding on invertebrates in the
intertidal zone usually late in the summer, but amongst the
crew of large shorebirds was one similar looking species who
was much larger than the rest. Turns out the loner was a Longbilled Curlew, the largest of all sandpipers, who had found
community amongst the Whimbrels. Both are large, brown
waders with long, downcurved bills and similar plumage.
The beautiful Curlew is more patterned brown in color with
brighter reddish-brown under wings, longer legs, a plain
crown and an extraordinarily long bill. Whimbrels are best
identified by their streaked head and dark line through the
eye and down each side of their crown. Both birds probe deep
into the sand or mud for their meals. Whimbrels gorge on
crabs and other marine invertebrates, and have a bill adapted
to the shape of the fiddler crab burrow, their food of choice.
The incredibly long and thin bill of the Curlew is designed
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for nabbing burrowing aquatic invertebrates while in their
coastal wintering grounds but come the breeding season
they fly off to the western plains where they eat grasshoppers,
beetles, and caterpillars found in the grasslands. I love coming
upon these birds on the beach and hearing their shrill piping
whistles as they fly from one cove to another.
Sometimes it’s easy
to differentiate
between genders
and well, other
times it’s not. Take
our desert tortoise,
Flazy, for example
who has lived at
the park, behind
Flazy
our office, since
Desert Tortoise
(Gopherus agassizii)
hatching. Flazy is
probably around
12 years old, but until recently we didn’t know if Flazy (that’s a
gender-neutral name, I think) was male or female and how we
discovered the gender was rather alarming. Alex was feeding
Flazy when she noticed what looked like his/her internal
organs coming out from his/her vent. The dark purple “innards”
looked like coiled sausage and were really freaky. I got but a
quick glance and then, suddenly, the “innards” were sucked
back in. Internet research calmed our concerns as we realized
what we thought was a prolapsed organ, turned out to be
Flazy’s maleness which he briefly displayed then retracted. So,
Flazy is a boy and for the first time he was looking to “sow his
wild oats” (sadly, for Flazy, there are no female desert tortoises
around here to court). If you have two tortoises it might be
easy enough to determine gender even if you don’t have
the pleasure of seeing a prolapsed sex organ. For example,
males are larger than females, have a curved horn beneath
the neck and a depression on the lower shell. With older
tortoises, sometimes the length of their tail is a good gender
id tool as males tend to have a much longer tail than females.
Desert tortoises can reproduce after reaching sexual maturity
between 12 to 20 years of age and typically mate during the
summer. So now that we know Flazy is a he a decade long
mystery has been solved.
During the summer we hosted CSULB’s Shark Shack, an
educational pop up featuring all sorts of cartilaginous fish
info and props including a shark eye in a jar which was quite
intriguing. The animated college students shared interesting
nuggets about sharks and rays with visitors who stopped

by their table. Amongst the
many things I took away were
some interesting facts about
the caudal spine. I learned
that since a stingray’s body
is made of cartilage like a
shark’s body they may be
referred to as “flat sharks.” One
of the characteristic features
of these flat sharks are their barb, also known as a spine or a
stinger, located on the tail and used for defense. A stingray’s
spine serves as a unique weapon that can not only puncture
or lacerate its victim but can also transmit venom from a
mucous coating. I witnessed this just a month ago when a park
visitor was hobbling on the sand having just emerged from
the water in severe discomfort. Turns out he had stepped on
a stingray right in the surf line at Pelican Point and the poor
guy’s foot was throbbing. Stingray spines are like fingernails, in
that they lack nerves, grow back after a period (can take up to
3-4 months to regenerate) and can vary in length and position
depending upon the species. According to Dr. Chris Lowe,
shark and ray expert from CSULB, round stingrays, a common
species found in our local area, generate a replacement spine
under the primary one starting in June with the old primary
spine sloughing off around August. Once their new spine has
grown to a sufficient size, stingrays shed their primary spine
to be replaced by their secondary spine. I guess stingrays are
then never “spineless” which means their amazing adaptation
is always intact. On the heels of this Shark Shack interaction, I
read about a 661 pound stingray, the biggest freshwater fish
ever documented, which was caught in the Mekong river in
Cambodia. Once hauled to shore local fishers working with
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Fresh-Water Stingray
(Urogymnus polylepis)

researchers to document the area’s underwater life alerted
a monitoring team who measured the ray, fitted it with an
acoustic tag to learn more about its behavior, and facilitated
its release back into the wild. According to the World Wildlife
Fund, nearly a third of all freshwater fish species are threated
with extinction and since 1970 populations of freshwater
fish weighing 66 pounds or more have declined by 94
percent which makes “giant freshwater fish among the most
endangered animals on the planet.” Biologists hope that the
discovery of this mega fish and the empirical data they retrieve
from the tagged species will provide critical information to
promote the conservation of large freshwater fish worldwide
and gives hope that they still have a fighting chance. Oh and
just like their saltwater cousins, freshwater stingrays sport
long, whip-like tails with a sharp barb on the base of its tail
that can easily penetrate human skin and bone, much like a
hunting arrow. Fortunately, although enormous in size, they
are docile creatures.
One way to combat extinction is through education. A local
Laguna Beach arts organization, LOCA, is rallying to do just
that through their “Art on the Wild Side” drawing and
nature program. Partnering with the park, LOCA aims to

blend science and art while teaching kids some fun facts to
ultimately instill an appreciation of our native wildlife and a
lifelong conservation ethic. As the on-camera educator, Alex
did a bang-up
job of relating
naturalist
nuggets about
the Garibaldi,
sea stars, and
the Great
Horned Owl.
She is fun
and engaging
and used some clever educational techniques. If you are
arty, or even if you’re not, but want to create your own
portrait of one of these beloved creatures see https://www.
crystalcovestatepark.org/bringing-the-parks-to-you-online/
Each day as I journey
throughout the park I
see something different.
The wild storm a few
weeks back caused
serious sand loss along
the beach, a 6’ sinkhole
at the entrance to the
Beaches cottage, and
dramatic multi-colored
sunsets. Sometimes it’s a
change in the landscape
and sometimes I am
graced by the presence
of a new animal or plant.
More than anything I like
stumbling upon an animal engaged in its natural behavior like
eating, singing, mating (lots of dragonfly coupling these days)
or simply “being”. These are the moments that remind me of
how lucky I am to work at this spectacular spot and how I will
never tire of the “routine.” As Mahatma Gahndi said:

“Live as if you were to die tomorrow.
Learn as if you were to live forever.”
See you in the Park!
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